


IF WE WANT TO FEEL DIFFERENTLY WE MUST
CHOOSE TO L IVE DIFFERENTLY

Spend the year devoted to living and creating the Divine Feminine way, with me, 
Christine Arylo as your guide, the Feminine Super Powers at your side, with a map attuned 
to your heart & soul, tapped into a way of moving and grooving that creates more harmony, 
space, and grace – sustainable success & happiness. Starts on January 9th. 

V I S I O N  Y O U R  Y E A R 

END 2015 POWERFULLY & GIVE YOURSELF SPACE & SUPPORT TO DREAM 2016 INTO REALITY
Using ancient technology modified for our modern times, you’ll complete 2015 with a powerful 
year-end ritual. Then during January I’ll lead you through a divinely inspired creative process 
to vision and create your Vision Map & Soul Altar that keeps you aligned, focused and 
inspired all year on what really matters to you spiritually, physically, emotionally and 
relationally. You’ll take your own personal retreat, or you’ll be able to retreat with me 
virtually or in person.

G R O W  & T END  Y O U R  V I S I O N  F O R  A  F U L L  Y E A R  

TAP INTO THE 8 “SUPER POWER DAYS” TO RE-ALIGN YOUR LIFE FORCE ENERGY AT KEY TIMES
Learn to use the power of the turns of the earth & cosmos (Solstices, Equinoxes, and more) 
to super charge and re-align your life force so you ensure you’re focused on what matters 
and what provides the emotional, spiritual and material return you desire. During the 8 
super power days of the year, I’ll lead you to take a “Super Power Pause” (a mini personal 
retreat) to tap into the energy, check in with your Divine guidance & re-align your life force. 
You’ll grow your sacred work & personal passions like a thriving, sustainable garden that 
inspires you.

MO ON I F E S T  Y O U R  S A C R E D  W O R K  I N T O  F O R M

LEARN TO USE THE MOON CYCLES TO MANIFEST YOUR DESIRES & SACRED WORK 
Every new moon, we will gather and support you to set intentions to focus your life force 
energy that moon cycle. Learn to use the energy of the moon phases (new, full, half and 
all in between) to most powerfully direct and energize your work, projects and desires.  

AWAKEN & S T R E n G THEN Y O U R  F E M I N I N E  S U P E R  P O W E R S 

EMBODY & EXPERIENCE 13 DIVINE FEMININE WAYS OF BEING & DOING IN YOUR DAILY LIFE
Every new moon, you’ll receive a new Feminine Super Power to put into practice in your life, 
so you can move more in the flow, create more spaciousness and less stress, experience 
more thriving and less striving, have more connection and less isolation, and cultivate more 
grace even under pressure. You’ll get a daily practice, meditation, yoga set and more to 
support you to awaken or strengthen the Divine Feminine as a daily part of how you live, 
increasing your trust in letting your Divine Feminine and Inner Wisdom lead your life.



AN INVITATION FROM MY HEART – 
J o i n  me  f o r  A  F em i n i n e  S u p e r  Powe r ed Y e a r ?

SEVEN YEARS AGO, I REALIZED THAT THE 
WAY I HAD BEEN LIVING, CREATING AND 
OPERATING MY LIFE WAS NOT SUSTAINABLE... 
AND THE ONLY WAY I WAS GOING TO HAVE THE 
IMPACT, IMPRINT AND LIFESTYLE I DESIRED WAS IF 
I LEARNED TO “DO” MY LIFE DIFFERENTLY.

Too much to do, not enough time, striving and working too hard, lacking the spaciousness 
and flow I desired, I knew I was missing something – tools, insights, a way of being and doing 
that I had NOT been taught in business school, my climb up the ladder, in my training as an 
entrepreneur, or in any of the self help books I had read.

What I was missing, that I’ve since found, and that I am thrilled to share with you this coming 
year in a deeper way than I ever have before, is what I call the “Feminine Super Powers.”
The Feminine Super Powers gave me and those I have shared them with…

Creative, divinely-inspired ways to vision your year and grow your sacred work, best self 
and relationships in ways that create more sustainability, support, spaciousness, harmony, 
grace, ease and flow.

Before now I’ve only shared bits and pieces of these tools for…visioning your year from 
your heart & soul desires, tracking your vision over a full year, using the earth & cosmos to 
amplify & align your desires using the moon cycles to manifest and stay focused on what 
truly matters, and embodying & experiencing how to really live & operate from the Divine 
Feminine.    

New ways to create, plan and work, using the natural 
cycles of the moons and seasons to fuel and focus your 
energy so that the endeavors, choices, and places you 
spend your time and energy are aligned with what 
results in how happiness, success and health feels and 
looks like in your heart and soul. 

Practical ways to transform your daily choices and 
thoughts, re-patterning deeply conditioned self-sabotaging 
habits like pushing, controlling, feeling like  you have to 
do it all, over-working, over-giving, over-doing, and 

exhausting yourself, into new supportive patterns where 
you get more of what matters done, with less effort and 
more joy.



But this year, as I settle in to my new home in Valley of the Moon, I finally have the space 
to hold space for others who too want to live differently. 

I would love to support you to make this a year you disconnect from the overwhelming, 
linear, “mainstream madness matrix” so you can more deeply EMBODY and EXPERIENCE 
how to create and operate in ways that result in more harmony, abundance, grace and 
space and that align with your heart & soul’s true desires. 

I have super powered tools, practices, and more that’ll guide you to create new rhythms 
and patterns for how you live, work, create, give, receive and operate, and that fit into 
your life (this will not be another ‘to do’). 

I’ll create the space, flow, rhythm, accountability, community, and practices for you so that 
you don’t have to. What I’ve found to be true is… the Divine Feminine isn’t something you 
can read about in a book or fully embody after a weekend workshop– you have to live 
differently and learn to trust this other way of being and doing, and that takes time, which 
is why we will travel together for a full lunar year (13 moons), from the first new moon 
of the new year, Jan 9th, to Winter Solstice 2016. You’ll experience and trust a different 
way of moving and grooving, establishing a new flow for your life that sustains and supports 
you to create true success on all levels – emotional, spiritual, physical, and relational. 

I put it all here in this invitation. Read it through. We begin on January 9th so now is the time 
to join If you’re ready to tap into this wisdom and put this to practice in your daily life, join 
me and a community around the world. When you sign up you’ll receive a year-end com-
pletion ritual before we vision together in January. If you’d like to talk more after reading 
the invitation, we’d be happy to connect (all the information is on the last page).

I LOOK FORWARD TO SHARING THIS ANCIENT WISDOM 
MODIFIED FOR OUR MODERN LIVES WITH YOU, 

Christine Arylo,

Spiritual Catalyst, Best Selling Author

Creator of The Feminine Super Powers



YOUR FEMININE SUPER POWER YEAR
How i t  w o r k s  & how i t  w i l l  un f o ld o n e

Reflect, Vision, &
 Amplify

ONE: 
VISION, GROW & TEND YOUR VISION FOR A YEAR                             

            (13 moons – January 9th to Winter Solstice 2016.) 

Let’s disconnect from the ‘mainstream madness matrix’ and re-attune your 
internal operating system and life flow to a more natural and harmonious 
rhythm, which means we will work within a 13-moon cycle (the natural cycle 
of the earth and cosmos) instead of the man made calendar year. A lunar 
year - with lunar energy that aligns with divine feminine energies  is 13 moons 
with key ‘turns’ (we call Feminine Super Power Days like the Solstices & 
Equinoxes) that mark energertic shifts, times to pause and super charge your 
life force and focus. You’ll experience what it’s like to grow your year more 
like a sacred garden you tend to and that supplies you with the abundance 
you most desire, instead of a list of to do’s or goals you have to accomplish. 
You’ll love it! 

r e f l e c t : Complete 2015 with a Super Powered 
                                  Reflection Ritual.

You’ll receive and be supported to complete a sacred completion ritual so 
you can feel and receive the wisdom you’ve gained this year, the successes 
you’ve attained & release what you don’t want to take with you into the new 
year. You’ll receive a special Feminine Super Power retreat kit so you can do 
the ritual before the first new moon of the new year, January 9th.



V I S I O N ,  D R EAM ,  F O CU S : 
Vision and Dream with Me all of January Creating 
Your 2016 Vision Map & Soul Altar for the Year – 

Instead of making resolutions or racing into your year, you will experience the 
spaciousness of the “Dreaming Month,” so you can tap into your true heart 
and soul desires instead of making stress creating goals or avoiding dreaming 
all together. Using the same creative process I use, invoking your left and right 
brain, both the physical and the spiritual, you’ll create a visual altar that will 
serve as your compass and mirror all year long keeping you focused on what 
matters most. You’ll divine and create a 2016 Mantra and Theme for the year, 
Life Force Focuses that direct your energy & resources to ensure your whole 
life is cared for, and Laser Lit Desires for crystal clarity on what you are 
committed to bringing into form (there’s my vision altar from 2013 & one of 
my students below – no art experience required!) 

You’ll have three choices on how you vision 
(do one or all three):

   Self-Led with me as your guide – using the Feminine Super 
   Power Your Year Visioning Book I’ve written for you, you can   
             move through at your own pace.
  
   Virtual Online Retreat via Livestream with me and  
   visionary artist Shiloh Sophia McCloud & a global  
   community: WEAVE – video cast live on January 15th – we  
   will lead you through this visioning process plus you can keep  
   visioning over the weekend and the rest of the month (this event   
    will be open to the public, but you will receive VIP admission as  
   part of your participation in this program with me.) 
   
   Visioning Retreat with me in person in California wine  
   country Jan 29th-31st* - join me and a circle of other fabulous 
   beings for a full weekend focused on bringing all you have been  
   dreaming on in January into form … sacred space just for you in  
   a  beautiful place.  

on e
Reflect, Vision, &

 Amplify



T R A C K ,  R E -A L I G N ,  AMP L I F Y :  
Follow & Energize Your Desires All Year Using the 8 
Feminine Super Power Days as Divine Dates to Check 
In on Your Life, Sacred Work & What Matters Most 

8 times during the year, I will invite you to take a personal mini retreat at the 
FEMININE SUPER POWER DAYS of the year & and give you the materials and 
inspiration to do so! 

Every Feminine Super Power Day I’ll host a live gathering + 
send you a personal “Super Power Retreat Kit” to guide you 
through how to tap into the energy & your Divine guidance, 
and use it to fuel and focus on your vision and desires for 
2016, including:

  A live gathering and activation video/audio stream with me to  
  give you the download on what to do and focus on during this  
  time you and I and the community will gather together to make  
  sure you take this space to check in with your heart and soul 
  and  get the Divine guidance you need.

   Inspired and focused heart & soul inquiries to dive into during 
  this time period to:
 
   Reflect on all you have done and become (so you can   
   FEEL what you’ve already accomplished and take the 
   unnecessary needed pressure off) 
 
   Gain clarity on where to focus your energy for the next 
   cycle 
 
   Use the specific energy of that time period to energize 
   and  fuel what you are creating and causing. 

You’ll learn to use these powerful periods of the shifting natural cycles of the 
year and growing season to supercharge your vision, make choices about 
what to focus on and what to let go of. And I’ll be here making sure you have 
space set for you to take these powerful pauses, commune with your Vision 
Map & Soul Altar, talk with you heart and soul, and get guidance through 
your Divine downline to make sure you are moving and grooving with what 
really matters to you. 

on e
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Y OU R  F EM I N I N E  S UPE R  P OWE R  DAY S
Divine Dates with Your Heart & Soul to Align, Amplify, and Focus Your Life Force

 These power days do fall on specific dates, but because we’re grooving to the natural cycles 
and not linear days of the week, the energy is more like a curve, lasting 2-3 days. So your personal 
retreat could be a few hours, a day or a weekend – all right from home! Also what’s super cool is 
that others around the world will be doing this too, along with me and my team, so we’ll be traveling 
together, super powering your vision, desires and projects with the specific energy available at 

these 8 times … When we come together with intention and focus, shift happens.

 For those in the Southern Hemisphere, we will provide you with super power day retreats 
aligned to the energies happening in your earth zone and the arc of the creation year.



t w o
Moonifest with moon cycles

TWO: 
MOONIFEST WITH THE MOON CYCLES            

This year you will more deeply attune yourself to the cycles of the moon in-
stead of the linear man made calendar of 7 days a week, 24 hours a day that 
keeps you wishing for Friday and burning through on busy mode week after 
week – you are going to love this reset! The moon regulates your body, moods 
and the tides of the ocean. So when you are in sync with it, as it waxes (goes 
from new to full) and it wanes (goes from full to dark) you begin to create 
more in the flow – this is called “moonifesting.” 

SE T  NEW MOON IN T EN T I ON S  & FOCU S : 
Every New Moon We’ll Gather & You’ll Set Intentions 
for How You’ll Focus Your Life Force to Create & What 
You Will Open to Receive 

Over the course of the year, we’ll gather for 13 new moon circles via video or 
audio (also recorded) where I’ll lead you through a short but mighty ritual to 
set your “life force intentions” (what you will DO and create) and your “love 
force intentions“ (what you will BE and receive) for the coming cycle. 

Aligned with your overall vision for 2016, this will support you to focus on just a 
few things to create (and let the rest go without guilt or stress) and also balance 
the being & doing so your energy tanks stay filled up, and your energy goes 
to what matters most. Each moon you’ll have a creating focus & a focus for 
how you will nourish your body, heart and soul.



P LAN & MAN I F E S T  B Y  THE  MO ON : 
Learn to use the different moon phases to create 
and make the best use of your energy & effort.  

The moon cycles through twelve different phases as it moves from new to full 
about every 28 days – it starts with the new moon (the time for setting 
intentions), moves through half moons, crescent moons, a full moon and 
more. You will learn to use all the phases to maximize your creative power (for ex-
ample, you never start something right before a new moon) and experiment 
with how to use the moon to add energy to your creations.  When you start 
planning your projects, life, business, even your social life in harmony with the 
moons, you are more supported by the earth’s energies, to operate more in 
the flow.

You’ll be able to share your intentions, and me and my team and the community 
will be here to hold you accountable, to yourself, supporting and reminding you 
of your intention…where one or more gather with intention, miracles occur!  

t w o
Moonifest with moon cycles



t h r e e

Awa k en ,  S t r e n g t h en  & Embody t h e 
D i v i n e  F em i n i n e  i n  Y ou r  Da i l y  L i f e . 

strengthen your feminine super powers 
THREE: 

STRENGTHEN YOUR FEMININE SUPER POWERS

People have also asked me to share how to make the Divine Feminine practical 
and tangible in their day-to-day life. They want more of what it can bring – 
space, grace, peace, harmony - but how do you actually ‘do’ it? 

There are actual daily practices, new ways of choosing, moving and grooving, 
that can awaken or strengthen the Divine Feminine to be a guiding force you 
can trust in how you operate and create. So you can let go of some of those 
distorted masculine (controlling, pushing, forcing, bullying, over-rationalizing, 
discounting) and distorted feminine (manipulation, passive aggression, com-
petition, comparison, perfectionism, colluding) ways and more confidently 
live in a way that is in alignment with your heart and soul… where you trust 
your inner wisdom, follow it, even when it doesn’t make sense… where you 
can trust and allow things to unfold and come to you… where you can be 
open and receptive and strong and powerful… in the flow and structured… 
and more…



1 3  F EM I N I N E  S UPE R  P OWE R S 
ONE PER MOON 

Receiving • Surrender • Trust • Harmony • Compassion • 
Grace • Intuition • Sovereignty • and more…

On the new moon, when we gather to set our new moon intentions, you will 
also receive one Feminine Super Power which will become your focus for how 
you move, groove and choose that moon cycle – inviting this feminine energy 
into your body, mind and life to begin to do things differently, and see what 
happens! Here’s what you’ll receive to support you to make this energy real 
in your body and spirit – you will have access to these all year so you can do 
as much or little as you want: 

   

t h r e e

SUPER POWER TRANSMISSION VIA VIDEO / AUDIO – I’ll give you the 
Divine download on this super power and share with you how to 
make it real and practical in your day to day life. 

DAILY PRACTICE – You’ll get a short but mighty practice you can 
do everyday in 8 minutes or less to make this super power a guiding 
force in your life and get you to start doing things differently. You’ll 
love these and they will keep you committed to and strengthening 
your daily practice. 

MEDITATION – I’ll give you a meditation for the super power you 
can tune into whenever you need that energy invoked in your life.

SOUL INQUIRY – For those that love to journal and dive deep, there 
will be journaling inquiries for every super power and other resources 
to take you deeper into your exploration and experimentation 

KUNDALINI YOGA – If you want to make big shifts, you 
have to do it on a physical and spiritual level both. 
So I’ll give you a kundalini yoga set you can do 
throughout the moon to more fully embody the 
super power & break through the blocks that emerge
as result of your re-patterning. 

PLUS! I’ll hold a special Wisdom Circle via video/audio on or near the half moons 
(the waning half moon is all about attuning to our heart wisdom) to answer questions, give you 
support, go deeper. So you will have PERSONAL SUPPORT on your journey.  What I love is that the 
video technology we use allows us to gather, see each others faces and connect (and you can 
also join via phone) – so the connection feels so much more.

strengthen feminine super powers 



TIME AND ENERGY INVESTMENT

The feminine is not about creating more to do’s in your life… the commitment to living and 
creating for a one-year cycle is a commitment to REWIRE your internal operating system to 
a new more supportive, saner and sustainable rhythm. Yoga on its own, green drinks on their 
own, even a few days at the spa on their own won’t do it. You literally have to reprogram the 
way you live to operate on a different operating system.

This is the year to ELEVATE your internal operating system to one that honors your natural 
rhythms & gives you the support of energetic forces of both the earth & the cosmos.

I am showing up for you as a guide – a person who has walked this path before and has 
tools, processes, and structures and wisdom to share that I know work… as a space holder 
& advocate. I know it can be difficult to create the space for yourself so I will be here every 
new moon, on the half moons to go deeper, every turn of the wheel, all year to make sure 
you give yourself permission to create the space and take the time for yourself. And it won’t 
just be me! There will be an active online community, in person gatherings (connecting you 
with other women in your area) and in person retreats (one in California and others to be 
announced.)  

I’ve designed this so that you can participate in multiple ways depending on how deep 
and how connected with others you want to be, and so that it flows in your life supporting 
you to create new patterns, habits and rhythms.  

S e l f  S t udy  w i t h  Me  a s  y ou r  Gu id e 
Do the Year End Completion Ritual & Then Vision in January using the process 
and sacred books I provide you with – follow it exactly or take it and add your 
flair. I’ll be here holding you accountable to finishing your vision by Feb 1th 
(Imbolc and the day for seeding your 2016). 

Feminine Super Power Day Personal Retreats – create sacred space from home using 
the retreat packets & video/audio transmissions (attend live or listen to recording). I’ll 
send you everything you need.  

New Moon Feminine Super Power Activations & Moonifesting. Receive the Feminine 
Super Power for each new moon (13 in total), try the practices, the inquiries and med-
itations to make this a more embodied reality for yourself. Also moonifest, by setting 
both a life force and love force intention for yourself each year (share or keep to 
yourself), and experiment using the phases of the moon to bring your desires into 
form. Use this as a basis for your own simple but mighty ritual on the new moon and 
full moons. 



S e l f  S t udy  +  V i r t u a l  C ommun i t y 

** SPECIAL OPTION – Feminine Super Power Circles – if you’d like to have a an intimate group 
of women to connect with each month, all committed to each other’s growth and expe-
rience, you can become part of a moderated Femmamind (like masterminds) that meet 
once per month (these will be the same date and time on the linear calendar vs the lunar 
calendar) and are faciilated by one of my certified Sacred Circle Holders. If you participate in 
this you will be with the same group for the year.

S elf Study + Virtual Community + In Person 
• All of the above plus, come be with us in person!
• January: Dreaming & Visioning Retreat – Wine Country California – Jan 29-31
• Other in person retreats around the world & in California during the year as special 
   Feminine Super Power rates.

Note – In person retreats are also open to other outside of those doing the full Feminine 
Super Power Year, but in honor of your commitment to traveling this entire year this way 
with me, if you decide to attend you will receive a gift certificate you can apply to the 
retreat to receive a special rate.

Complete your 2015 Completion Ritual with me & a circle of women. Vision in January 
using the Feminine Super Power process and sacred book that I provide you with 
PLUS! you will receive VIP Access to the WEAVE Virtual Visioning Retreat with me and 
Shiloh McCloud on January 15th (Martin Luther King weekend and the perfect time 
for a dreaming retreat!) You can do this retreat on the 15th from home, even invite 
your friends!  Or you will have access to it for the rest of the month.  

Attend the Feminine Super Power New Moon Activation Circle on the new moon via 
video or audio where you will see and be able to interact with other women – try the 
practices, the inquiries and meditations and participate in the Online Feminine Super 
Power Sanctuary about what you learn.

Moonifest staring on the new moon after attending the activation circle and share 
your Life Force Intention and your Love Force Intention within the community and 
receive prayer, love and energy to help you stay accountable to yourself.



FINANCIAL INVESTMENT

My intention is to make this both a commitment and accessible to those who are ready to 
truly live, create and operate a different way – so we’ve created two levels based on two 
different levels of support. 

Level 1: Gives you access to the entire 13 moon program as outlined in this invitation, 
including the special gift certificates for the in person retreats should you decide to attend. 

Level 2: Gives you the entire 13 moon program PLUS the benefit of 1:1 support, mentor-
ship and guidance – you will receive a personal 1:1 Feminine Super Power Session each 
month, with a certified Feminine Super Power guide that I have mentored, trained and 
who has herself done deep work in the divine feminine. These women are some of the most 
intuitive, heart centered, wise women I know and whom I often call on for reflection and 
guidance myself! You will be personally held and supported by another woman who has 
walked this path, trained in the divine feminine, and is here for you all year long.  

We open the gates on January 9th for a full 13 moons. The women are all ready 
gathering. Claim your space. We’d love to have you in this circle.



• Year End Completion Ritual 
• January Visioning and Online Virtual Retreat
• 8 Feminine Super Power Day Personal Retreat Kits – with live video/audio, inquiries and processes
• 13 Feminine Super Power Activation & New Moon Intention Live Activation Gatherings via Video 
    (and audio, recorded) – starting January 9th
• 13 Half Moon Wisdom Circles to Go Deeper
• 13 Feminine Super Powers – daily practices, meditations, yoga sets, etc.
• Active Online Community Sanctuary with access to all materials & place for sharing intentions , 
   getting prayers, and being inspired.
• Intention setting guidance and space holding for all 13 moons – you will set intentions, we will super 
charge, pray and hold them with you.  
• Open Super Power Prayer sessions available once per week 
• Optional Femmaminds
• Monthly Astrology Readings, Alchemical Journaling Lessons, Divination & Oracling Guidance  
   & Other Magical Feminine Super Power Tools and Rituals

  

• Everything from Level 1 – Full Feminine Super Power Year 
• A personal 1:1 Feminine Super Power Session every month – 12 sessions total – providing 
   mentorship, guidance, intuitive reflection, emotional support, barrier breaking, and elevation. 
• Special place within the Online Sanctuary to ask Christine Arylo questions and get extra love and 
   support from me on your journey –  I work really closely with my guides, so I will be tracking you 
   with them all year, and will be here to give you extra love & support when you need it. 

  

I n v e s tm en t 

I n v e s tm en t 

$108 PER MONTH / 12 MONTHS
DEPOSIT:  $400 (NOW)

TOTAL INVESTMENT OVER THE FULL YEAR - $1700 

I N C L U D E S :

$233 PER MONTH / 12 MONTHS (STARTING 1/9)
 DEPOSIT:  $400 (NOW)

TOTAL INVESTMENT OVER A FULL YEAR - $3200 

I N C L U D E S :

LEVEL 1: FEMININE SUPER POWER YEAR WITH COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

LEVEL 2: FEMININE SUPER POWER YEAR WITH COMMUNITY SUPPORT 
PLUS! PERSONAL 1:1 MENTORSHIP & GUIDANCE



YES! I’D LOVE A FEMININE SUPER POWER YEAR

I f  y ou know  y ou a r e  a  Y E S ,  g r e a t  l e t ’ s  g e t  t h i s 
d i v i n e  f em i n i n e  p a r t y  s t a r t ed !

HAVE QUESTIONS? Connect with and talk to a member of our team 

G r a t i t ude :
In sacred work, it is essential to acknowledge those teachers and begins who have shared ancient wisdom with us, 

passed it down, so that the next generation can take it, and modify it to fit the needs of the times. I have had the 

great fortune of studying with the kind of spiritual teachers who realized that they are like myself passers 

on of ancient wisdom, medicine for the soul, vessels to bring the sacred into form. Heartfelt thank you to 

Ariel Spilsbury who through the 13 Moon Mystery School and Oracle took me to the depths of my heart 

and soul to remember the Divine Feminine not as a concept but as a living breathing reality inside my 

very cells.  To Pele Rouge and Firehawk Hulin who were gifted the ancient teaching of Native Americans 

by Wind Eagle and Rainbow Hawk, and in turn taught me about the earth wisdom, medicine wheels and 

about walking in this life in harmony with the natural cycles of this planet. A big thank you to by b.f.f soul sister Shiloh 

Sophia McCloud for inspiring me with her intentional creativity methods to bring the sacred into creative form. A 

priestess bow to Jennifer Alexander, musician and mantra maker, for divining the term ‘moonifesting.’ And to my 

other teachers, both formal and informal, that have reminded me that we are both of the cosmos and the 

carbon, the earth and the heavens, sacred beings who are by our very beings coming into harmony with the 

divine feminine and divine masculine within. Thank you. 

When you register, you’ll receive an email with next steps + a member of the team will reach out 

to you within 48 hours to welcome you and get you set up! 

Y E S !  I ’ d  L O V E  t o  t a l k  w i t h  s omeon e  abou t  t h e 
F em i n i n e  S u p e r  Powe r  Y e a r  be f o r e  I  c omm i t

We’d be happy to talk with you to share more about the program and also hear more about 

you to make sure this is a great fit. 

Reserve Your Space - make your deposit & register by clicking this LINK

https://expanding.infusionsoft.com/app/form/fsp_contact_form
https://expanding.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/Feminine-Super-Power-Deposit-Form

